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Review AIS background (history and current policy)
Discuss details of the requirements
Walk through waiver process and site visits
Answer any State SRF or site-specific questions
Provide any additional state specific requirements

and information
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Presentation via PowerPoint:
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 Kiri Anderer, P.E., Acting Team Leader, DWSRF
 Eliot Sherman, Physical Scientist, CWSRF
 Jorge Medrano, Environmental Engineer, DWSRF

Q&As will be addressed at several points.
For online participants, submit questions via 

Q&A pod below. Questions can be submitted 
at any time.

Slides will be provided after the webcast.



AIS Background
Website Demo
Project Coverage
Product Coverage
Documenting Compliance
Waivers & Waiver Process
 National Waivers
 Project Specific Waivers

 Informal Site Visits
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EPA’s "American Iron and Steel" provision 
requires Clean Water State Revolving Fund 
and Drinking Water State Revolving Fund 
assistance recipients to use iron and steel 
products that are produced in the United 
States for projects for the construction, 
alteration, maintenance, or repair of a public 
water system or treatment works
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Clean Water & Dinking Water SRF’s

On January 17, 2014 the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2014 (P.L. 113-76)
was enacted and included an American Iron and Steel (AIS) requirement for the
DWSRF and the CWSRF programs through the end of fiscal year 2014

• On June 10 2014, the Water Resources 
Reform and Development Act amended the 
Clean Water Act (CWA) to include 
permanent requirements for the use of 
American Iron and Steel (AIS) in CWSRF
projects.

• Section 608 of the CWA now contains 
requirements for AIS that repeat those of 
the Consolidated Appropriations Act of FY
2014

• All CWSRF projects must comply with 
Section 608 of the CWA for implementation 
of the permanent AIS requirements

Clean Water SRF

Drinking Water SRF
• On December 16, 2014, the 

President signed Public Law 113-
235, the "Consolidated and Further
Continuing Appropriations Act 
2015," which provides fiscal year
2015 full-year appropriations 
through September 30, 2015. This 
law continues the requirement for 
the use of American Iron and Steel 
products in DWSRF projects.

• On December 18, 2015, the 
President signed a continuing 
resolution (P.L. 114-113) which 
extends the AIS requirements 
through December 30, 2016. 6
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The provision identifies certain circumstances 
under which EPA may waive the AIS 
requirement (discussed later in this presentation)
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 There are exemptions based on when engineering 
plans and specifications were approved by the 
State, which are different for CWSRF and DWSRF

EPA released an implementation 
memorandum on March 20, 2014 that 
establishes the approach to complying with 
the Act
 Subsequent Q&A documents have been published

on our AIS website



EPA’s AIS website:
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 http://www.epa.gov/cwsrf/state-revolving-fund-
american-iron-and-steel-ais-requirement

General AIS Questions:
 SRF_AIS@epa.gov

http://www.epa.gov/cwsrf/state-revolving-fund-
mailto:SRF_AIS@epa.gov
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All treatment works projects funded by a 
CWSRF assistance agreement

All public water system projects funded by a 
DWSRF assistance agreement

Projects with an assistance agreement signed
on or after January 17, 2014

Additionally, the AIS requirement applies to all 
parts of the project, no matter the source of 
funding.
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Multi-phase projects will be considered a 
single project if all construction necessary to 
complete the phases, regardless of the 
number of assistance agreement involved, 
are closely related in purpose, place and time.

Therefore, if considered a single project and 
the plans and specifications for the first phase 
of that project were approved prior to the AIS 
exemption dates, then all phases are exempt 
from the AIS requirements.
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 Intentional splitting of SRF projects into 
separate and smaller contracts or assistance 
agreements will not avoid AIS coverage on a 
portion of a larger project

 If there are distinct phases (different in 
purpose, time or place) that can be 
considered different projects, have separate 
contracts or have separate assistance 
agreements with different funding, then they
would carry separate requirements
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 If a project began construction, financed from a 
non-CWSRF source prior to June 10, 2014, but is 
refinanced through a CWSRF assistance 
agreement executed on or after October 1, 2014, 
AIS requirements will apply to all construction that 
occurs on or after June 10, 2014, through 
completion of construction, unless engineering 
plans and specifications were approved by the 
responsible state agency prior to June 10, 2014.

 There is no retroactive application of the AIS 
requirements where a CWSRF refinancing occurs 
for a project that has completed construction prior
to June 10, 2014.
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 If a project began construction, financed from 
a non-DWSRF source prior to December 18, 
2015, but is refinanced through a DWSRF 
assistance agreement executed on or after 
December 18, 2015, AIS requirements will 
apply to all construction that occurs on or after 
December 18, 2015, through completion of 
construction

There is no retroactive application of the AIS 
requirements where a DWSRF refinancing 
occurs for a project that has completed 
construction prior to December 18, 2015.
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Tribes and territories
DWSRF set aside activities
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State Revolving Fund



 Lined or unlined pipes or fittings
 Manhole Covers
 Municipal Castings*
 Hydrants
 Tanks
 Flanges
 Pipe clamps and restraints
 Valves
 Structural steel*
 Reinforced precast concrete*
 Construction materials*

*discussed in more detail later in this presentation
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 “Primarily” Iron or Steel
 Listed products must be made of greater than 50% 

iron or steel, measured by cost.
 The cost should be based on the material costs only

(not labor, overhead, shipping, etc).
 If one of the listed products is not made primarily of

iron or steel, United States (U.S.) provenance is not
required.
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Cost Calculation Example: Fire Hydrant
 The iron portion of a fire hydrant would 

likely be the bonnet, body and shoe, and 
the cost then would include the pouring and 
casting of those parts

 The other material costs would likely 
include non-iron and steel internal workings 
of the fire hydrant (i.e., stem, coupling, 
valve, seals, etc).
 The assembly of the internal workings into the 

hydrant body would not be included in this cost 
calculation.
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Non-Listed Products
 If a product is not listed in the statute but is 

composed of more than 50% iron or steel it does 
not have to be produced in the U.S.
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What is steel?
 Steel is an alloy that includes at least 50 percent 

iron, between .02 and 2 percent carbon, and may 
include other elements

 The definition of steel covers carbon steel, alloy 
steel, stainless steel, tool steel and other specialty 
steels

 Coiled steel is an intermediate product used in the 
production of steel products and must come from 
a U.S. source (or otherwise subject to a waiver)
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 Only the listed products made primarily 
of iron or steel, permanently
incorporated into the project must be 
produced in the U.S.

 Example:
 trench boxes, scaffolding or equipment, 

which are removed from the project site 
upon completion of the project, are not 
required to be made of U.S. Iron or Steel.

 If only used for construction purposes, 
but left in place, then the product still 
has to be domestic
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All manufacturing processes must take place 
in the U.S., with the exception of:
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 metallurgical processes involving refinement of
steel additives, and;

 Coating process applied to external surface of 
iron/steel components

All manufacturing processes includes 
processes such as melting, refining, forming, 
rolling, drawing, finishing, fabricating

Non-iron or steel components of an iron and 
steel product do not have to come from the 
U.S.



Raw materials
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 Raw materials, such as iron ore, limestone and 
iron and steel scrap, do not have to come from the 
U.S.

 National waiver for pig iron and direct reduced iron 
excludes products made from non-domestic pig 
iron and direct reduced iron from the requirements
(discussed later in this presentation)



Assistance recipients must comply with 
international trade agreements which they are 
a party to.

The vast majority of assistance recipients are 
not party to any international trade 
agreements.

Claims by manufacturers that their products 
are AIS compliant because of ‘trade 
agreements’ should be met with skepticism.
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 Access Hatches;
 Ballast Screen;
 Benches (Iron or Steel);
 Bollards;
 Cast Bases;
 Cast Iron Hinged Hatches, Square 

and Rectangular;
 Cast Iron Riser Rings;
 Catch Basin Inlet;
 Cleanout/Monument Boxes;
 Construction Covers and Frames;
 Curb and Corner Guards;
 Curb Openings;
 Detectable Warning Plates;
 Downspout Shoes (Boot, Inlet);
 Drainage Grates, Frames and Curb 

Inlets;

 Inlets;
 Junction Boxes;
 Lampposts;
 Manhole Covers, Rings and 

Frames, Risers;
 Meter Boxes;
 Service Boxes;
 Steel Hinged Hatches, Square and 

Rectangular;
 Steel Riser Rings;
 Trash receptacles;
 Tree Grates;
 Tree Guards;
 Trench Grates; and
 Valve Boxes, Covers and Risers.



Rolled flanged shapes, having at least one 
dimension of their cross-section three inches 
or greater, which are used in construction 
such as ships and buildings

 Such shapes are
designated as:
 Wide-flange shapes, 

standard I-beams, channels, 
angles, tees and zees

 Other shapes include H-
piles, sheet piling, tie plates, 
cross ties, and those for 
other special purposes.
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Articles, materials, or supplies made primarily of iron
and steel, that are permanently incorporated into the
project, not including mechanical and/or electrical
components, equipment and systems
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Examples:
 Concrete reinforcing bar, rebar, wire rod
 Fasteners
 Framing, joists, trusses
 Decking, grating, railings, stairs, ladders
 Fencing, doors



Mechanical and electrical components,
equipment and systems
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 Mechanical equipment is typically that which has
motorized parts and/or is powered by a motor

 Electrical equipment is typically any machine 
powered by electricity and includes components 
that are part of the electrical distribution system

Examples:
 Pumps, motors, VFDs, valve actuators
 Flow meters, sensors, SCADA
 Disinfection systems, membrane filtration systems



 While reinforced precast concrete may not be at least 
50% iron or steel, in this particular case, the reinforcing 
bar and wire must be produced in the U.S.

 The casting of the concrete product must take place in 
the U.S. The cement and other raw materials used in 
concrete production are not required to be of domestic 
origin

 If the reinforced concrete is cast at the construction site, 
the reinforcing bar and wire are considered to be a 
construction material and must be produced in the U.S.

 PCCP and other similar concrete cylinder pipes fall into
this category 33
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Certification Letter
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 Final manufacturer that delivers the iron or steel 
product to the worksite, vendor, or contractor 
provides a certification asserting that all 
manufacturing processes occurred in the U.S.

 Step Certification Process
 Each handler (supplier, fabricator, manufacturer, 

processor, etc) of the iron and steel products 
certifies that their step in the process was 
performed domestically



The following items should be kept in the 
project files:
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 Certification letters, which should be provided prior 
to product purchase or be supplied with the 
delivery of the product

 A list of any incidental iron and steel products and 
cost of these products, that are exempted under 
the de minimus waiver (discussed later in this presentation)

 A copy of any approved project or product specific
waiver requests



Five items in a certification letter:
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 What is the product? The letter should list the
specific product(s) delivered to the project site.

 Where was it made? The letter should include 
the location of the foundry/mill/factory where the 
product was manufactured.

 To whom was it delivered? The letter should
include the name of the project and jurisdiction
where the product was delivered.

 Signature of company representative.
 Reference AIS requirements
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Project 
name/location

Specific items for 
project

Where the items 
were manufactured

Signature

Reference toAIS 
requirements
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Project 
name/location

Where the items 
were manufactured

Specific items for
project

Signature
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T h e fo l l owing inform at io n is p rovid e d as a sam ple le tte r of s t ep cer t ificatio n fo r A I S
com pl iance . D o c u m enta t ion m ust b e provided o n c o m p a n y let terhead .

D a t e

C o m p a n y N a m e

C o m p a n y A d d ress

City, Sta te Z ip

Subjec t : A m er ica n Iron an d Stee l S tep Cer t if icat ion for Proj ect ( X X X X X X X X X X )

I, ( com p a n y representat ive) , cer t i fy tha t th e (m el ting, bend ing , coa t ing, ga lvan izing, cut t ing, e tc .)
process for (m a n u fac tur ing or fabr ica t ing) the fo l l owing produc ts a n d /or m ater ials sh ipp e d or
p rovided for the s u b ject pro j ec t is in ful l c o m pl iance wi th th e A m er ic an Iron a n d Stee l
requi rem ent as m anda t ed in E P A ’ s Sta te R e vo l v in g F u n d Program s.

Item , P roduc ts a n d /or M ater ials :

1 . X x x x
2 . X x x x
3 . X x x x

S u c h process took place at th e fo ll o w in g loca t ion :

If a n y of the a b o ve c o m p l iance sta tem ents c h a n ge whi l e p ro v id ing m ater ial to this p roject w e
wil l i mm edia te ly n o t i fy th e pr im e cont ractor a n d the engin eer .

S i gn e d b y c o m p a n y representa t ive 40
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Short answer: No!
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Manufacturer – provides product certifications 
to assistance recipient

Contractor – procures U.S. made products 
and obtains certifications from manufacturers

Assistance Recipient – obtains certifications
and maintains documents in project files

State – conducts inspections and examines
documentation for incorporated products
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Removal of non-compliant item
Non-compliance letter
Withholding of funds
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Email certification letters to 
SRF_AIS@epa.gov

 Include “cert letter review” in the subject

45

mailto:SRF_AIS@epa.gov
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The statute permits EPA to issue waivers for a
case or category of cases where EPA finds:
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 That applying these requirements would be
inconsistent with the public interest

OR
 Iron and steel products are not produced in the

U.S. in sufficient and reasonably available 
quantities and of a satisfactory quality

OR
 Inclusion of iron and steel products produced in 

the U.S. will increase the cost of the overall project 
by more than 25%.



Borrower feels a 
waiver is needed 

and puts together a 
request

Borrower emails
the request to the
State SRF program

State SRF reviews 
request for waiver
& determines if all 
information was

provided

State SRF forwards 
the application to 
EPA Headquarters

EPA Headquarters 
posts the request 
on its website for 

15 days

EPA Headquarters 
evaluates request 

and public 
comments

EPA Headquarters 
will approve or 
disapprove the 

request
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EPA will notify the 
State SRF program 
and post the waiver 

decision online.



1. Assistance recipient may receive a waiver at 
any point before, during, or after the bid 
process if 1 of the 3 conditions are met.

2. Proper and sufficient documentation must 
be provided, see Appendix 1 checklist:
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Items 

General
• Waiver request includes the following information:

— Description of the foreign and domestic construction materials
— Unit of measure
— Quantity
— Price
— Time of delivery or availability
— Location of the construction project
— Name and address of the proposed supplier
— A detailed justification for the use of foreign construction materials

• Waiver request was submitted according to the instructions in the memorandum
• Assistance recipient made a good faith effort to solicit bids for domestic iron and steel products, as demonstrated by language in requests 

for proposals, contracts, and communications with the prime contractor

Cost
• Waiver request includes the following information:

— Comparison of overall cost of project with domestic iron and steel products to overall cost of project with foreign iron and steel 
products

— Relevant excerpts from the bid documents used by the contractors to complete the comparison
— Supporting documentation indicating that the contractor made a reasonable survey of the market, such as a description of the 

process for identifying suppliers and a list of contacted suppliers

Availability
• Waiver request includes the following supporting documentation necessary to demonstrate the availability, quantity, and/or quality of the 

materials for which the waiver is requested:
— Supplier information or pricing information from a reasonable number of domestic suppliers indicating availability/delivery date for 

construction materials
— Documentation of the assistance recipient’s efforts to find available domestic sources, such as a description of the process for 

identifying suppliers and a list of contacted suppliers.
— Project schedule
— Relevant excerpts from project plans, specifications, and permits indicating the required quantity and quality of construction materials

• Waiver request includes a statement from the prime contractor confirming the non-availability of the domestic construction materials for 
which the waiver is sought

• Has the State received other waiver requests for the materials described in this waiver request, for comparable projects?



Assistance recipients are strongly encouraged 
to hold pre-bid conferences with potential 
bidders. A pre-bid conference can help to:
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 Identify iron and steel products needed to 
complete the project

 Identify the need to seek a waiver prior to bid, and 
can help to inform the recipient on compliance 
actions.



The need for a waiver may come up at 
different times in the project.

Feel free to consult with the DEC if it appears 
that a waiver will be needed.

DEC will work with you to discuss options and
what information will be needed.

To apply for a waiver, the assistance recipient 
should email the request in the form of a Word 
document to the State SRF program.
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After receiving the request for waiver by 
email, the State SRF will review the 
application for the waiver and determine 
whether the necessary information has been 
included.

Once the waiver application is complete, the
State designee will forward the application to
EPA.
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State Instructions for Assistance Recipients
 Email information to the program manager, or 

assigned community engineer:
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 Mike Lewis, Programs Manager
mike.lewis@Alaska.gov

 Mike Phillip, Engineer
mike.phillips@Alaska.gov

 Beth Verelli, Engineering Associate
beth.verelli@Alaska.gov

 Susan Start, Engineering Associate
susan.start@Alaska.gov

mailto:mike.lewis@Alaska.gov
mailto:sherman.eliot@epa.gov
mailto:beth.verelli@Alaska.gov


 Evaluation by EPA: The 3-Step Process

1. Posting – Once the application for waiver of AIS 
requirements has been received, EPA HQ will publish the 
request on its website for 15 days to receive informal 
comment.

2. Evaluation – EPA HQ will then determine whether the 
application properly documents and justifies the statutory 
basis for the waiver – that it is quantitatively and 
qualitatively sufficient – and determine whether or not to 
grant the waiver.

3. Signature – Signature of waiver approval by the 
Administrator or another agency official with delegated 
authority

 As soon as the waiver is signed (or denied), EPA 
will notify the SRF State program, and post the 
signed waiver (or waiver outcome) on the website.
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Public Interest
Project or Product Specific

56

 Cost
 Availability

National Waivers



EPA has the authority to issue public interest 
waivers.

Evaluation of a public interest waiver request 
may be more complicated so they may take 
more time for a decision to be made.
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City of St. Joseph, Missouri

58

 Air Release/Vacuum Valves
 Standardization and safety/environmental 

concerns



A recipient may apply (through the state) for a 
project specific waiver, which applies to a 
particular product.

These waivers apply for the use of the 
specified product for the proposed project.

Any other project funded by either the 
DWSRF or CWSRF that wishes to use the 
same product must apply for a separate 
waiver.
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 If a jurisdiction has standardized on a 
particular product, the EPA may issue a 
product waiver to the jurisdiction for the use of 
the product in several projects.

Any other jurisdiction wishing to use the same 
product would need apply for a separate 
waiver.
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Cost-Based Waivers:
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 Community must show that a project cost
increased more than 25%

 This is a very high threshold to meet
 UnderARRA, no cost waivers were approved



Availability Waivers:
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 “Sufficient and reasonably available quantities and
of a satisfactory quality”

 Available Quantity
 The quantity of iron or steel products is available or will 

be available at the time needed and place needed, and 
in the proper form or specification as specified in the 
project plans and design

 Satisfactory Quality
 The quality of iron or steel products, as specified in the

project plans and design



Winston-Salem and Forsyth County 
City/County Utilities Commission, North 
Carolina
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 TR Flex ductile iron fittings
City of Belton, Missouri
 TR Flex ductile iron fittings



EPA has the authority to issue waivers that 
are national in scope

National waivers may be for availability of 
specific products or in the public’s interest

Five national waivers approved to date
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Plans and Specifications Waiver
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 Public Interest
 Exempts projects with plans and specifications 

approved by a state agency prior to January 17, 
2014 and between January 17 and April 15, 2014 
(the date the waiver was signed).



National Product Waiver for Minor 
Components in Iron and Steel Products (with 
Cost Ceiling)
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 Public Interest
 For products, not projects (different than national

de minimis)



De Minimis Waiver
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 Public Interest
 For projects, not products
 Allows a small percentage of incidental products 

of unknown or non-domestic origin
 5% total material cost
 1% max for any single item

 Users of the de minimis waiver should maintain 
documentation of all the de minimis items in a 
project



More on De Minimis:
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 Can include items on “Iron and Steel Product” list
 Items that are not incidental include “significant” fittings, 

valves, pipes, etc
 Could be calculated based on total projects 

materials cost, or could be calculated on a 
contract by contract basis



Product Waiver for Pig Iron and Direct Reduced Iron

69

 Availability
 Permits the use of pig iron and direct reduced iron 

manufactured outside the U.S. to be used in the 
manufacturing process for iron and steel products



Short-Term Product Waiver for Stainless Steel 
Nuts and Bolts Used in Pipe Couplings, 
Restraints, Joints, Flanges, and Saddles

70

 Availability
 Recently Extended - Expires February 18, 2017



Clean Water
State Revolving Fund



Clean Water
State Revolving Fund



 Overview
 EPA is aiming to visit at least one project in every state.
 To date, EPA has visited over 80 projects in more than 20 states.
 Projects have varied in size and scope, and have been both

DWSRF and CWSRF.
 Visits have been helpful even to projects early in construction.
 Feedback from states and municipalities has been very positive.
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Overview (Continued)
 Generally, the visits consist of an educational portion 

where EPA explains the AIS requirements.
 Issues specific to the state and project are addressed

and EPA will review project documents.
 Compliance is discussed, and certification letters (if any 

are on file) will be reviewed.
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Overview (Continued)
 If possible, EPA staff will view any active 

construction or stockpiled materials and take 
photos of iron and steel products discussed.

 A draft report will be compiled and sent to
the state after the visit.
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Most Common 
Observations:
 Inadequate certification

letters
 Missing letters
 Not using national de 

minimis waiver
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EPA’s AIS website:

77

 http://www.epa.gov/cwsrf/state-revolving-fund-
american-iron-and-steel-ais-requirement

General AIS Questions:
 SRF_AIS@epa.gov

http://www.epa.gov/cwsrf/state-revolving-fund-
mailto:SRF_AIS@epa.gov


You may also contact:
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 Mike Lewis, Loans Program Manager
 Mike.Lewis@Alaska.gov or (907) 269-7616

 Mike Phillip, Engineer
 Mike.Phillips@Alaska.gov or (907) 269-7615

 Beth Verelli
Engineering Associate
(907) 269-7616
Beth.verelli@Alaska.gov

Susan Start
Engineering Associate
(907) 269-7437
Susan.start@Alaska.gov

mailto:Medrano.Jorge@epa.gov
mailto:sherman.eliot@epa.gov
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